
QUESTIONS FOR MICHAEL TRETHEWAY ON INTERVISTAS QSI MODELLING 

1. Are there any independent studies that test the efficacy of the QSI model (calibrated using the 
US domestic market) in predicting traffic movements in non-US markets? 

2. In your opinion, what are the key differences between the US domestic market and the trans- 
Tasman market, including (but not limited to) potential differences relating to: 

preferences for non-stop flights over one stop flights; 
passenger valuations of reductions in elapsed travel time; 
passenger valuations of increased interconnectivity; 
passenger sensitivity to differences in average fares across airlines; and 
passenger preference/loyalty to certain camers? 

3. How have you allowed for these differences in the trans-Tasman analysis? 

4. How is the explanatory or predictive power of the model measured by InterVISTAS or Sabre? 
How does the explanatory or predictive power of the model differ in the general (US) market 
when the same 6 factors used for the trans-Tasman analysis are used instead of the usual 10 
factors? 

5. At page 7 the report states that Planet treats a non-stop code share as a duplicate travel option 
with a QSI score equivalent to of the score for the primary option. How would your 
predicted stimulated traffic post Alliance change if Planet treated a non-stop code share as a 
duplicate travel option with a QSI score equivalent - of the score of the 
primary option number of passengers, all other factors unchanged? 

6. On what basis does InterVISTAS make the claim at page 5 that exclusion of yield, carrier 
preference, city presence and share gap is not expected to result in overstatement of either 
traffic stimulation or the passenger share increase of the Alliance? What information or 
assumptions does InterVISTAS rely on to make this claim? 

7. What is the value of the coefficient on share gap in the general (US) model? 

8. Drawing on experience from the repeated calibrations of the general (US) model through 
time, is there any evidence of positive correlation between airline concentration in the US and 
airline QSI scores? 

9. On page 2 the report claims that the QSI model uses a Cobb Douglas specification. On the 
same page (last sentence of footnote 2), the report explains that non-continuous variables are 
modelled using a linear specification (bi*Xi). On what basis does InterVISTAS claim that the 
model has a Cobb-Douglas specification in light of the linear specification of non-continuous 
variables? Does the linear specification of non-continuous variables mean that the model is 
no longer a (pure) constant elasticity model? 

10. At page 3, InterVISTAS explains that model factors are calibrated for specific routes because 
actual traffic shares differed "in a systematic way" from the predictions of the general 
parameters. In the trans-Tasman application, to what extent did actual traffic shares differ 
from the predictions based on the general (US) model? What analysis did InterVISTAS 
perform to demonstrate that predicted and actual shares differed in a systematic way? Can 
InterVISTAS provide this analysis? 

1 1. In the method used to translate quality scores into traffic stimulation (as explained on page 9), 
the authors do not appear to acknowledge the relevance of the total cost of a journey in 
passenger decision making. How is total journey cost factored into the analysis? If 
airfarelquality considerations account for, say, 50% of passengers' valuation of the total 



costhenefit of a given journey, how does the passenger stimulation predicted by the model 
differ from a situation where airfarelquality considerations account for, say, 100% of 
passengers' valuation of the total costbenefit of a given journey, all other factors equal? 

12. At page 10, the report claims: "...we have examined the overall traffic increase in the Tasman 
market to the two carriers from combined diversion and stimulation and observe that adding 

assengers would increase the average Tasman load factor for 
, assuming no increase in capacity are made. This is a 

reasonable figure." What test did the authors apply to determine "reasonableness" in this 
instance? Can InterVISTAS provide the analysis used by the authors to judge that an 

is reasonable? 

13. Is InterVISTAS able to decompose the predicted additional traffic stimulated by the Alliance 
by passenger country of origin (e.g. Australia, New Zealand and other)? If so, can you please 
provide this decomposition? 


